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“Come and See!” – Small Discipleship Communities
Leader’s Training – Part 2 of 2
Cathedral of Christ the King
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MY LORD GOD, I have no idea where I am going. I do not see the
road ahead of me. I cannot know for certain where it will end.
Nor do I really know myself, and the fact that I think I am
following your will does not mean that I am actually doing so.
But I believe that the desire to please you does in fact please
you. And I hope I have that desire in all that I am doing. I hope
that I will never do anything apart from that desire. And I know
that if I do this you will lead me by the right road, though I may
know nothing about it. Therefore I will trust you always though I
may seem to be lost and in the shadow of death. I will not fear,
for you are ever with me, and you will never leave me to face my
perils alone.
Thomas Merton, “Thoughts in Solitude”
© Abbey of Gethsemani
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Session Objectives & Agenda
•

Objectives for this session:
– Build off of the foundation established in Part 1
– Understand how people make the journey through the thresholds of
conversion along the path of discipleship
– Explore specific approaches that Small Discipleship Communities can use as
they form their communities.
– Final recommendations for getting started

•

Agenda:
Topic

Time

Welcome/Prayer
SDC Leader’s Training Overview
Thresholds of Conversion
FOCUS – Discipleship Roadmap
Cursillo Small Group Model
BREAK
Lectio Divina/GPS

9:03 – 9:06 AM
9:07 – 9:10 AM
9:11 – 9:35 AM
9:36 – 10:00AM
10:00 – 10:40 AM
10:41 – 10:50 AM
10:51 – 11:30 AM

Other approaches (summarized)

11:31 – 11:50 AM

Getting started & general meeting format
Closing Prayer

11:51 – 12:05 PM
12:06 – 12:10 PM
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Conversion to “dropping our nets” for Jesus is a journey …
• Sherry Weddell (Forming Intentional Disciples and Becoming a
Parish of Intentional Disciples) describes a series of thresholds
that people pass through on the way to the realization that
they are called to “drop their nets” and follow Jesus as his
disciple.
• Thresholds are strictly focused upon one's lived relationship
with God rather than one's baptismal status or knowledge of
the faith.
• Purpose is not to have us start looking at everyone and trying
to place them into one of the thresholds.
• However, they can be helpful as we engage individuals to help
us understand the best, most effective ways to disciple them
where they are.
• Transition from one threshold to another is a work of grace.
5

Thresholds of Conversion
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Initial trust – building bridges
• There must be first a bridge of trust to someone or something
associated with Christianity.
• First task of evangelization is to find out if there is an existing
bridge of trust and if not, to build one.
• Basics of relational ministry ala Pope Francis
• “We will never evangelize what we do not love” – Francis
Cardinal George
• “I am not Christian because it ‘makes sense’ or someone sat
down and diagramed it for me. I am Christian because I have
been loved deeply and unconditionally by Christians. Some of
them … troubled me with hard questions. But all of them
loved me when I did not love them.” – Paul Wallace
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Curiosity
• Once a bridge of trust exists, our role as evangelizers is to help
arouse curiosity about Jesus Christ.
• Will vary greatly among individuals. Someone might be curious
about the philosophical or spiritual tradition. Another might be
attracted to the “light” experienced through their relationship with
a Christian who is alive in Christ.
• Three basic stages of curiosity – 1) awareness, 2) engagement, & 3)
exchange
• While some basic catechesis may be needed at this stage, our goal
is not to teach them all that the Church holds and believes.
• In new testament, Jesus asked 183 questions, gave 3 answers, and
answered 307 questions with another question.
– Allow their curiosity to draw him or her into an encounter with the person
of Jesus.

• FID – Page 147
• Curiosity is important but still essentially casual and passive.
Curiosity involves trust but not openness to change.
8
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Openness
• “I believe, help my unbelief!” – Mark 9:24
• “But moving into that threshold is one of the most difficult
journeys for twenty-first century people to make because it
demands that we declare ourselves open to the possibility of
personal and spiritual change.”
• “It can feel dangerous, crazy, frightening, and out of control.”
• This is definitely a move out of one’s comfort zone.
• “Since the journey to openness may well be a slow process,
patience is vital.”
• “Serious, enduring intercession is especially critical when
someone is on the verge of openness.”
• Foster openness – FID page 162-163
• Eucharistic Adoraton – FID page 164
• Sherri’s story – FID page 165
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Seeking and Intentional Discipleship
• Both of these thresholds are active.
• These thresholds are “the zone” of active wrestling with and
serious contemplation of the following of Christ.
• When an individual crosses the line into active seeking, things
really start to change.
• Seeking: “dating with a purpose, but not yet marriage.
• “Seeking is centered on the possibility of committing oneself
to follow Jesus of Nazareth as his disciple.”
• Seekers still hold the nets in their own hands.
• Intentional Discipleship – FID page 177
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FOCUS – Discipleship Roadmap

(see hand-out)
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The Cursillo small group model offers a
model of encouragement & accountability
• Cursillo – worldwide lay movement with roots
going back to 1930s in Spain.
• Cursillo’s vision is small groups of people meeting
weekly to encourage and challenge one another
to live the fullness of Christian life.
• Full Christian life broken into three components:
– Piety (prayer – relationship with Jesus)
– Study (forming oneself in the faith)
– Apostolic Action (living as disciple in the world)

• The ideal is to strive for a balance in these three
legs of the tripod that support the Christian life.
14
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Small groups challenge and encourage
participants to “stay the course”
•
•

Open with the Prayer to the Holy Spirit
Rotating through the group, each participant shares their Piety, first looking
back over the past week, then looking forward to next week.
– Focus is on relationship with Christ – NOT numbers of prayers said/done.
– Make commitments each week to assure ongoing growth will occur.
– Other participants support with encouragement, challenge, how what was said
impacted them, etc.

•

Same thing then for Study and Apostolic Action
– Study: share what formation you are doing and offer specifics about how it is
impacting your relationship with God, others and/or the world.
– Action: share how you are living out your faith in the world. What difference
are you making in other’s lives or in bringing the gospel into the world.

•
•

For all three areas, share both successes and struggles/failures – let the
community love, challenge & encourage you in good times and in bad.
Last rotation, each person shares their “closest moment to Christ.”
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Let’s try it!
Prayer to the Holy Spirit
Come Holy Spirit,
fill the hearts of us your faithful
and kindle in us the fire of your love.

Send forth your Spirit and
we shall be created.
And You shall renew
the face of the earth.
(Leader) Let us pray:
O, God, who by the light
of the Holy Spirit,
instruct the hearts of the faithful,
grant that by the same Holy Spirit
we may be truly wise and
ever rejoice in His consolations,
Through Christ Our Lord, Amen.

• Piety
 Look back & Look forward

• Study
 Look back & Look forward

• Apostolic Action
 Look back & Look forward

• Closest moment to Christ
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Lectio Divina – Divine Reading
(GPS – Gospel Prayer Solution)
• The method: Using the upcoming Sunday
Gospel reading, the passage is read three
times, reflected upon and is shared in a small
group.
• Before the first reading, the ”Come, Holy
Spirit prayer” is prayed to invoke the Holy
Spirit and invite him to make our hearts
receptive to the word of God.
19

There are THREE M's in the Method of GPS:
MESSAGE
The last to arrive at the group will be the first to read the Gospel aloud. In this initial
reading participants listen for a message in the form of a word or phrase. Each
participant, beginning to the left of the reader, will share the word or phrase that is
revealed to them, but nothing more is shared at this point.
MEANING
The next to last person arriving to the group will read next. This reading will reveal the
meaning of the passage. The meaning may be one of four “senses” of the scripture
including the literal meaning of the passage; the moral lesson it is teaching; the allegory
behind the passage, saying one thing and revealing another; or the connection to Christ
in eternity (eschatological). This is shared and discussed by everyone.
MISSION
The third reading, read by the third to last attendee arriving, is to formulate a personal
mission. All scripture is calling us to something, but exactly what it is calling us to is rarely
articulated, especially among a group. This is the opportunity to discover and share
exactly what you feel God is calling you to. This mission should be framed within one of
the seven virtues: Faith, Hope, Charity, Prudence, Fortitude, Justice or Temperance.
20
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Let’s try it!
• Message

Prayer to the Holy Spirit
Come Holy Spirit,
fill the hearts of us your faithful
and kindle in us the fire of your love.

– listen for a message in the form of
a word or phrase.

• Meaning
– This reading will reveal the
meaning of the passage. The
meaning may be one of four
“senses” of the scripture
including the literal meaning of
the passage; the moral lesson it is
teaching; the allegory behind the
passage, saying one thing and
revealing another; or the
connection to Christ in eternity
(eschatalogical).

Send forth your Spirit and
we shall be created.

And You shall renew
the face of the earth.
(Leader) Let us pray:
O, God, who by the light
of the Holy Spirit,
instruct the hearts of the faithful,
grant that by the same Holy Spirit
we may be truly wise and
ever rejoice in His consolations,
Through Christ Our Lord, Amen.

• Mission
– formulate a personal mission that
you feel God is calling you to. This
mission should be framed within
one of the seven virtues: Faith,
Hope, Charity, Prudence,
Fortitude, Justice or Temperance.
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There are several other approaches to consider …
• Catholic Way Bible Study model
– Small group bible study focused on evangelism,
catechesis, formation, and discipleship

• Project Timothy Discipleship Formation
– Builds discipleship awareness from ground up using
excellent group study resources from Canada Catholic
Outreach

• Book/DVD/CD Series Discussion model
– Use the best of Catholic/Christian resources to form
and catechize SDC participants in the ways of a disciple
– Example: Catholicism Series, Symbolon, Catching Fire;
Becoming Flame
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Let’s review a bit about getting started …
• Don’t forget about the three phases you need
to think about when initiating a new SDC:
– Define the demographic
– Identify initial core members
– Begin meeting and form the vision and approach

• Refer back to Leader’s Training Part 1 for the
details.
• Use Deacon Tim as a resource and inform him
once you have a community that is definitely
starting up.
25

What might a typical SDC gathering look like:
• Gather/Fellowship:
– Could be 10 minutes, could be a meal … or something
in-between

• Opening Prayer (worship, thanksgiving, inviting
God to be present)
• Main content as defined by selected approach
• SDC Life of the parish connection
• Closing Prayer (intercessory prayer/petition,
inviting God to go with participants and give the
grace needed to live as his disciple in the world)
NOTE 1: Respect people’s time. Let them know what to expect and stick to the schedule.
NOTE 2: People matter more than the approach. If someone needs to talk, so be it!
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Check the Small Discipleship Community Web-site for the latest
news/information: http://cathedralctk.org/sdc
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“Go, therefore, and make disciples of all nations,
baptizing them in the name of the Father, and of the
Son, and of the Holy Spirit, teaching them to observe
all that I have commanded you.” – Matt 28:19-20a
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